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Introduction. Microservices (MS) are cohesive [1] independent software entities that communicate via message passing [10]. Cohesiveness of microservices goes hand-in-hand with loose
coupling, making the creation, deployment, and evolution of MS Architectures (MSA) flexible.
In particular, MSAs are famous for optimal scalability (only the microservices actually interested
by a surge of inbound requests are replicated) and continuous integration (fixing an MSA does
not imply to redeploy the whole architecture but just a subset of its microservices).
Since basic microservices focus on exposing simple, cohesive functionalities, any complex
behaviour offered by an MSA results from a composition of a large number of microservices.
Hence, in MSAs interactions among microservices are usually more complex than in traditional
distributed systems, which makes their coordination prone to errors like races or deadlocks [7],
resulting in hard-to-debug misbehaviours and blocks. To guarantee that an MSA adheres to its
expected behaviour, programmers need a single artefact that condenses the emerging behaviour
of the composition. Usually, programmers have to create such a single, unifying picture over
the MSA manually, following a time-consuming and error-prone activity that reconstructs the
behaviour of the architecture from the single interactions among the constituent microservices.
Contribution. Our intuition is that choreographies — originally designed to specify distributed interactions [12] from a global point of view — can structure and automatise the
creation and inspection of MSAs. Hence, in this presentation, we start a novel discussion on how
different interpretations of choreographies can aid the development of correct MSAs, i.e., those
that faithfully implement a desired distributed interaction, also avoiding deadlocks and races.
To this aim, in the following, we provide a brief background on choreographies, discuss four of
their possible usages in the context of microservices, and conclude with prospective work.
Background. Choreographies describe the communications among the components of a
distributed system in a unique artefact; they are a blueprint of the desired behaviour of a
distributed system. The main feature of a choreography is that communications are described in
terms of interactions, coupling each output to its corresponding input. The syntax follows the
form m : A → B, which reads “message m is sent by component A and received by component
B”. In a choreography, interactions can be composed (e.g., in sequence, parallel, choice, within
loops, etc.) to specify the order of the exchanges among the components in a distributed system.
Choreographies for Microservices. We now discuss the main approaches based on choreographies, and their possible usages in MSA development. Common denominator of all interpretations is that communication deadlocks and races are avoided by construction. First we
consider two dimensions to categorise choreography usages and discuss them later on:
• Top-down vs Bottom-up considers choreographies as start- or end-point of a workflow: topdown choreographies can be used as blueprints to automatically generate the description
of each participant; bottom-up choreographies work as support tool to synthesise (in an
automatic way) the actual composition of all the participants, given their description.

• Choreographies-as-programs vs Choreographies-as-types refers to the kind of information
contained in the choreography: choreographies-as-programs contain the full description
of the system; choreographies-as-types abstract the system, focusing on the patterns of
interactions expressed as behavioural types [4].
Top-down, Choreographies-as-programs. In the top-down usage [2, 11], an MSA is built by
defining its behaviour in terms of a choreography. Then, the choreography is compiled into a
set of microservices, possibly including the automatic generation of deployment information,
e.g., their bindings or instructions to include them in their respective containers [8]. In case of
updates, to preserve the correctness properties of choreographies, programmers need to modify
the original choreography and redeploy the recompiled microservices. Top-down choreographies
provide a clear description of the MSA, which follows the specified behaviour by construction.
The main issue here is that the choreography needs to include all the details (and complexity)
of the MSA. This approach is optimal to create new systems of microservices but not to modify
existing ones, since it requires the mapping of all existing microservices into the choreography.
Bottom-up, Choreographies-as-programs. Ideally, bottom-up choreographies are synthesised from
the code of existing microservice systems. In case the MSA has communication errors, the
choreography cannot be generated, essentially detecting communication errors and providing
useful information to correct the issue. Bottom-up choreographies can in turn be used in other
approaches, e.g., they can be modified and used as top-down choreographies to generate the
updated code for microservices. At the moment, there are no implementations of bottom-up
choreographies-as-programs that can deal with actual code. Indeed, the bottom-up approach is
currently supported only for abstract descriptions of microservice systems.
Top-down, Choreographies-as-types. In this case, the choreography contains an abstract description of the system, focusing on the communication behaviour [3]. Then, the top-down
choreography can be used to generate the specification of the expected communication behaviour
of each microservice. Once generated, the local specifications can be used i ) to verify the
correctness of the local programs, either statically (type checking) or dynamically (monitoring),
or ii ) as a skeleton to actually write the code of the microservice.
Bottom-up, Choreographies-as-types. Choreographies-as-types can also be synthesised from the
behavioural types of the local programs [5], or from analogous descriptions such as communicating
automata [6], which may be available in some development processes, or can be extracted from
the code of microservices. Synthesis can be used to check for compliance among MSs.
Conclusion and Future Work. Choreographies can become an essential tool for MS development, however some enhancements are still needed to bring them to a wider audience. A
main issue is that choreographies mainly describe static, closed systems, however approaches to
both adaptive [11] and open choreographies [9] are now appearing, promising a higher degree of
flexibility in MS development. Another issue is that the relation between choreographies and
MSA deployment has not been explored in any depth, yet developers of MSAs could sensibly
benefit from top-down approaches that automatise the containerisation phase of MS deployment.
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